Lasher Tools is not only the leading manufacturer and supplier of quality hand tools in the Gardening, DIY, Agriculture, Construction and Mining Industries in South Africa, but we are also the only local manufacturer of hand tools. At Lasher, we continue to build on our passion for quality, innovation and value for money.

www.lasher.co.za
LASHER

Bowsaws

FG01349: Bowsaw Frame General Purpose 530mm
FG01350: Bowsaw Frame General Purpose 600mm
FG01362: Bowsaw Frame General Purpose 750mm
FG01363: Bowsaw Frame General Purpose 900mm

Forks

FG00090: Fork 4 Prong Welded
FG00100: Fork 4 Prong Welded

Garden Tools

FG02323: Daisy Grubber Lasher
FG02325: Hand Trowel Lasher
FG02330: Hand Fork Lasher
FG02365: Hand Transport Lasher

Knives

FG02260: Corn Knife 3D1 Poly Handle

Pick & Mattocks

FG00250: Pickhead C & D 3kg Lasher
FG00338: Pick Handle Poly
FG00305: Mattock Cutter 2.25kg Head Only
FG00315: Mattock Pick 2.25kg Head Only
Pruning
FG02139: Secature Bypass Medium Duty

Shears & Loppers
FG02125: Shears Lopping Bypass
FG02127: Shears Lopping Bypass Heavy Duty

Rakes
FG00041: Rake 14T Garden
FG00038: Rake 16T Garden
FG00010: Rake 14T Lasher All Steel
FG00015: Rake 16T Lasher All Steel

Shovels
FG00350: Shovel S/M MC2 MHSS Lasher
FG00415: Shovel R/N MB2 MHSS Lasher

Spades
FG00500: Spade NO2 MHSS Lasher
FG00530: Spade Domestic Y Grip Lasher
Wheelbarrows

- FG81208: Concrete Falcon Ass
- FG81117: Concrete Builder Ass
- FG81049: Concrete Heavy Duty Pan Ass

Trestles

- FG87501: Painters Trestle

Washlines

- FG87617: Windy Drier 30m HD Painted

Hose & Pipe Fittings

- FG07004: Hose Pipe 12mmx100m No Fittings Platinum
- FG07010: Hose Pipe 20mmx100m No Fittings Platinum
- FG07000: Hose Pipe 12mmx20m With Fittings Platinum
- FG07008: Hose Pipe 12mmx30m No Fittings Platinum
- FG07006: Hose Pipe 20mmx30 With Fittings Platinum
- FG07008: Hose Pipe 20mmx30 No Fittings Platinum

- FG72000: Rain Gauge

- FG72611: HF-Hose Set 4 Piece For 19mm Hose
- FG72630: HF-Hose Set 5 Piece For 12mm Hose
**Hose & Pipe Fittings**

- **FG74109:** HF-Sprinkler Impulse Plastic Spike
- **FG74706:** HF-Sprinkler Pyramid
- **FG74964:** HF-Sprinkler Oscillating 19 Hole

**FG76000:** Reel Hose Wall Mount 12mmx20mm Auto Rewind
**FG77700:** Spreader Fertilizer 12 Liter

**Hacksaws**

- **FG00731:** Hacksaw High Carbon Alloy 18 TPI
- **FG00747:** Hacksaw HSS All Hard 18 TPI
- **FG00766:** Hacksaw HSS Flexible 18 TPI
- **FG00751:** Hacksaw Bimetal 18 TPI
- **FG01725:** Hacksaw Craftsman 550 x11 PTS Panel Poly HDL
- **FG01730:** Handsaw Craftsman 600 x 8 PTS XCut Poly HDL
- **FG01735:** Handsaw Craftsman 650 x 7 PTS XCut Poly HDL

**FG01750:** Backsaw 250 x 13 PTS (788) Poly HDL
Hammer

FG05198: Hammer Claw 700g Suregrip HDL

FG05214: Hammer Club 1.8kg Suregrip HDL

Bars & Bolsters

FG02800: Crow Bar 25 x 1500mm
FG02815: Crow Bar 25 x 1800mm

FG02960: Tommy Bar 20 x 450mm
FG02544: Scrapper Paint 50mm Poly Handle

Chisel

FG02705: Chisel Flat Cold 20 x 200mm

Hammer

FG05198: Hammer Claw 700g Suregrip HDL
FG05214: Hammer Club 1.8kg Suregrip HDL